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LaRouche: Bankruptcy for the system, not the people

n his June 27th webcast, American economist and statesman, Lyndon H. LaRouche Jnr, reiterated the necessity
for an immediate bankruptcy reorganisation, in order to rescue the rapidly collapsing world economy.

“The United States’ government must state the policy, that the world as a whole is hopelessly bankrupt, financially; that the present financial-monetary system of the world is hopelessly bankrupt.We are not going to let the
people go into bankruptcy. We’re going to put the systems that are at fault, in bankruptcy reorganisation. We’re
going to take the parts of the banks, where people’s savings and things like that are located; we’re going to keep
those banks operating, their doors are going to be open, under government bankruptcy protection. The filth, the
wastepaper, which we’ve been bailing out—no, it goes!
“We take Wall Street’s interests, and similar scoundrels’ interests, these large amounts of money, we say,‘Sorry,
buddy! Bankruptcy reorganisation—and your assets just got chopped!’”
LaRouche made clear that the collective decision of nations, since we entered the global economic-breakdown
in July 2007, to put the banks, and their bail-out, ahead of the people has brought us to the brink of disaster.
He gave the example of California (the world’s sixth largest economy)—where budget cuts are exacerbating
the bankruptcy.The state will run out of money in July, and will be forced to issue IOUs to pay vendors, state contractors, and low-income, disabled and old-age pensions. More than two weeks ago, California’s state comptroller
John Chiang estimated that the state was “less than 50 days away from a meltdown of state government.”
Community health clinics, disability and in home support services, child welfare, and foster care, are amongst the
critical services on the chopping block. Revenue collections from personal income taxes for the first five months
of 2009 were already down by 34%, and further cuts (or IOUs) will cause the coffers to dwindle further.
In contrast, LaRouche’s proposal for a bankruptcy reorganisation would clear the decks, to allow the creation
of a Hamiltonian-style credit system—“We use that to reorganise the world: by going to other countries, such
as Russia, China, India, and other countries, and we ask them to join us, in creating an international credit system,
based on the sovereignty of nation states.
“We create the credit program. What do we do? We create productive power. The power to live, the power
to increase our productivity.We rebuild our country:We put back the railroad system, in a new form! We rebuild
our industries... the agricultural system”, as well as healthcare.
“If we do that over the long term, 30 to 50 years, we can rebuild this planet. If we are not willing to do that,
however, and precisely that, the decision not to do that, is a decision to commit national suicide. And it’s coming
on fast.”
To view LaRouche’s webcast. go to www.larouchepac.com/webcasts/20090627.html or call 1800 636 432 to order a copy on DVD.

Call 1800 636 432 to purchase a copy of the CEC’s book—solution to the current economic crisis,
What Australia Must Do to Survive the Depression.
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GetUp targets Australian youth for Soros Orange
Revolution

political front group GetUp is attempting to lure youth as young as 14 to Sydney next month,
for a staged protest on climate change, to further GetUp’s “Orange Revolution” operation in Australia.
Well-connected
A leader of the LaRouche Youth Movement in Australia, Doug Mitchell, blasted GetUp’s agenda, and warned
Australian youth against falling for GetUp’s ruse:
“GetUp is a political front for the City of London’s attack on national sovereignty, being run through multibillionaire currency speculator George Soros,” Mitchell said. “Soros and his British controller, Lord Malloch-Brown,
use outfits like GetUp, its U.S. counterpart MoveOn.org, and the various ‘colour’ revolutions like the Orange
Revolution in Ukraine, and the Rose Revolution in Georgia, to force more and more globalisation on the nations
they target.
“It is clear from GetUp’s activities they plan an Orange Revolution for Australia, under the smokescreen of
the lie of human-induced climate change.”
The two co-founders of GetUp, Harvard graduates Jeremy Heimans and David Madden, both worked for the
Soros-funded MoveOn.org in the U.S. to also launch the global web “movement”, Avaaz.org. Madden was previously a consultant to the World Bank and Heimans previously consulted for the UN, OECD and ILO.
This self-styled “grass-roots” movement, which appeared suddenly in 2005, boasted among its founding board
members: John Hewson, former federal opposition leader, former Macquarie Bank Executive Director and Trilateral Commission member; Don Mercer, a mining chief, former ANZ CEO and a past Director of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors; and Evan Thornley, the super-rich Labor Party money-bags who is also National
Secretary of the Australian Fabian Society.
GetUp is busy recruiting youth aged 14-30 to register for their planned climate protest called Power Shift
2009. In all likelihood GetUp will dress the youth in orange clothes and give them orange placards to wave, so
it is instructive to look at what eventuated in Soros’s previous Orange Revolution, in Ukraine in 2004-05. In a
geopolitical move to destabilise Russia, electoral fraud was alleged in the 2004 Ukrainian Presidential election
and orange-clad protestors were duped into backing the Central Banker candidate, Viktor Yushchenko over his
rival Viktor Yanukovych. Four years later Ukrainians bitterly regret falling for the Soros-funded hype around Yushchenko’s “way to a better life” under the WTO and Maastricht free trade looting of the European Union, and
now President Yushchenko’s approval rating is at a miserable 6 per cent.
Doug Mitchell concluded, “Australian youth are being targeted by GetUp because we have the passion to act
on problems we see need to be solved. Instead of falling for this scam, young people should find out the truth
about the climate change fraud for themselves, and join the CEC and LYM fight to stop it.”

Find out more about the fraud of “free energy” vs. real energy alternatives.
“The Astounding High Cost of ‘Free Energy” or “Why Windmills Can’t Fly:The Non-Science of Wind Energy”

!

FREE Climate Science package
A free* copy of our “Climate Science” package,
includes the “Free Energy” DVD and articles such
as “Is Nature Warning Us of a New Ice Age?”
and “What Really Causes Climate Change”, plus
the New Citizen “Global Warming is a Fraud”.
To order call toll-free 1800 636 432 or send
this coupon to: CEC, PO Box 376, Coburg,
Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
* Offer not available to existing members or people who have received previous free offers.
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